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Balance reactive assessment following unexpected balance loss in walking:

1. The effect of a concurrent cognitive task among both young and older adults.

2. Neural Age-dependent Differences in Human Cortical and Subcortical Brain Anatomy

Associated with Recovery from Unexpected Balance Loss: An MRI Study.

3. Autonomic Nervous System response. 

4. Muscle activation profile. 

5. Questions and Answers
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[Robinovich et al., Lancet. 2013]

How older adults fall?



[Robinovich et al., Lancet. 2013]

How older adults fall?



The ability to effectively recover from unexpected loss of balance 
using compensatory stepping response plays a critical role in balance 

recovery and decrease the risk of falls.

Maki and Mcllroy (2009) 
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Assessment of Compensatory balance behavior



• The compensatory stepping threshold is defined as the minimum perturbation 

magnitude that elicits a single compensatory stepping response (presented as the 

average±SD). 

Step threshold – the definition

Batcir and Melzer, Journal of electrophysiology and Kinesiology  2018



Reactive step reaction during standing. (Paran, Nachmani and Melzer 2020)

Single task standing                                          Dual Task standing



Reactive step reaction during walking.

Dual Task walking                                                         Single task walking

(Paran, Nachmani and Melzer 2020)

more similar to a real-life balance loss threat







(Paran, Nachmani and Melzer 2020)
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19 kinematic Analysis the code was written by Noa and Amit



Standing Walking

The first recovery step Initiation 
exhibited a rigid behavior.

Rigid behavior: defined as the in ability 
to adopt new kinematic movement 
patterns following changes in task 
requirements, i.e., the magnitude of 
perturbation. 
A more automatic reflex-like response.
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Standing Walking

Young, N=13 Old, N=20
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Standing Walking

During walking the step initiation time was adjusted proportionally to the perturbation 
magnitude in young adults.

Young, N=13 Young, N=13
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Walking

During walking the step initiation time was adjusted proportionally to the perturbation 
magnitude in both young and older adults.

Young, N=13Old, N=20



Standing

The first recovery step length  exhibited a
flexiable behavior. The foot placement 
after the perturbation was adjusted 
proportionally to the perturbation 
magnitude 

flexible behavior: defined as the ability to 
adopt new kinematic movement patterns 
following changes in task requirements, i.e., 
the magnitude of perturbation.

Young, N=13



Standing Standing

During standing the step length was adjusted proportionally to the perturbation magnitude 
in both young and older adults. BUT !!!

Young, N=13 Old, N=20



When YOU take Short first step, extra-steps are needed to recover



Standing Walking

The first recovery step length during walking exhibited a rigid behavior, 
A more automatic reflex-like response.

Young, N=13 Young, N=13



Walking

During walking, older adults adjusted their step length proportionally to the perturbation 
magnitude, but the first step length is significantly shorter.

Young, N=13Old, N=20



Concurrent Cognitive performance -
Young, N=13 Old, N=20



Standing – older adults (N=20)

In situations where postural threat is substantial, such as unexpected balance loss during 
walking, balance recovery reactions were unaffected by concurrent cognitive load in older adults 



MRI study- Preliminary Results
Step Threshold and Whole brain Gray Matter Volume among young (n=9) and old (n=6) adults. 

(A) Gray-matter values represent the percentage of Total intracranial volume (TIV); (B) Gray-
matter presented as absolute volume



Results of the linear regression analysis between stepping-threshold and gray 
matter volume 

(A) young adults (n=9)                                   (B) old adults (n=6)

MRI study- Preliminary Results



Baseline-
unperturbed walking

Autonomic Nervous System 
response following unexpected 
loss of balance in young adults 

(N=12)

* a significant difference between baseline and the first perturbations (p<0.001).

Electrodermal Activity (EDA) - Skin Conductance level 



• Peak Heart Rate was significantly higher post perturbation 
compared to the average pre-perturbation Heart Rate 
(113.7±13.2 vs. 94.2±12.4, p<0.001) 

• Time to peak heart rate = 6 sec and 6 sec to recover .

Heart Rate response following 
unexpected loss of balance in young’s









Averages of spectral power density (sEMG) data, across all participants (n = 20). 

After second 3 and second 4 traces almost completely overlap with the baseline trace, indicating return to baseline. 



frequency bands show highest increase for type II fibers (Fast twitch), frequencies of 150–250 Hz, 
indicating that muscle power  is required to execute fast effective step

*



Balance compensatory strategies cannot be trained through voluntary 
exercises .

To be useful Balance recovery strategies should be closely mimic real 
life falls (i.e. the specificity principle)



Perturbation balance training studies 

1. Perturbations training for older adults- the concept.

2. Perturbations training approach Random versus Block training .

3. Perturbations training 1-month versus 3-month.

4. Perturbation training while sitting – is there is transfer to standing and walking balance function.

5. Perturbation training in stroke patients.

6. Questions and Answers

Tomorrow’s talk Layout
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Questions & answers


